HAMANN Tuning Program
for BMW 5 Series Sedan F 10

HAMANN AERODYNAMICS

- **HAMANN** FRONT SPOILER
  For assembly on OEM front bumper unit  Item-No.: 10 010 100

- **HAMANN** COMPETITION FRONT SPOILER
  Only for cars with M technic front bumper unit
  For assembly on M technic front bumper unit  Item-No.: 10 010 101

- **HAMANN** FRONT BUMPER UNIT *
  Including 4 LED-daytime running lights  Item-No.: 10 010 105
  Technical Note:
  For cars with OEM M technic front bumper unit it is necessary to install the
  OEM BMW front bumper support (not M technic) BMW  Item-No.: 51 117 203 078 - 06

- **HAMANN** SIDE SKIRTS  Item-No.: 10 010 120

- **HAMANN** REAR CENTER PANEL
  With cut out for **HAMANN** 4 tailpipe rear muffler
  For 535i & 550i  Item-No.: 10 010 140

- **HAMANN** REAR CENTER MOLDING 4-TAILPIPES
  Only for cars with M technic rear bumper unit
  With cut out for **HAMANN** 4 tailpipe rear muffler
  For 535i & 550i  Item-No.: 10 010 141

HAMANN AERODYNAMICS

- **HAMANN** REAR SPOILER  Item-No.: 10 010 130

- **HAMANN** REAR SPOILER SMALL  Item-No.: 10 010 131
- **HAMANN** ROOF SPOILER  
in fiberglass version  Item-No.: 10 010 135

- **HAMANN** ROOF SPOILER *  
in 100% Carbon  Item-No.: 10 010 136

- **HAMANN** BUMPER MOLDINGS WITH LED-DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHTS  
For assembly on OEM front bumper unit  
Including 2 LED-daytime running lights  
Item-No.: 10 010 110

* It is explicitly stated that the * marked parts are race sport parts without german TÜV approval !

**HAMANN LIGHT ALLOY WHEELS / COMPLETE WHEEL SETS**

Flat tyre indicator (RDW) has to be initialized new by service instructions.

- **HAMANN** LIGHT-ALLOY WHEELS DESIGN EDITION RACE "ANODIZED" 21"  
Split-rim forged  
Cross-spoke-design  
Spider in black, titanium screwing, polished flange

**DIMENSIONS :**  
9.0 J x 21  FA  Item-No.: 91 217 335  
Item-No.: 91 217 335  
WHEEL SPACERS HM300  3mm  Item No.: 80 099 254  
11.0 J x 21  only RA  
Item-No.: 91 217 748  
WHEEL SPACERS HM300  3mm  Item No.: 80 099 254

Recommended **21"** Complete Wheel/Tire Combination  DESIGN EDITION RACE "ANODIZED"  
Combination A.2  
FA 9.0 J x 21 / RA 11.0 J x 21  
with tires: FA 255/30 ZR 21 / RA 295/25 ZR 21  
Including 3 mm wheel spacers HM300 on FA & RA

**HAMANN LIGHT ALLOY WHEELS / COMPLETE WHEEL SETS**

Flat tyre indicator (RDW) has to be initialized new by service instructions.

- **HAMANN** LIGHT-ALLOY WHEELS DESIGN "ANNIVERSARY HYPER EVO BLACK" 21"  
One-piece light alloy wheel  
Multi-spoke-design  
Hyper black
HAMANN LIGHT ALLOY WHEELS / COMPLETE WHEEL SETS

Flat tyre indicator (RDW) has to be initialized new by service instructions.

- **HAMANN** LIGHT-ALLOY WHEELS DESIGN EDITION RACE "MATT BLACK" 20"
  Ultra-light forged 3-piece light-alloy wheel
  Cross-spoke-design

Recommended 21" Complete Wheel/Tire Combination DESIGN "ANNIVERSARY EVO HYPER BLACK"

Combination A.15
- FA 9.0 J x 21 / RA 11.0 J x 21
  with tires: FA 255/30 ZR 21 / RA 295/25 ZR 21
  Including 5 mm wheel spacers EVO500 on RA

- **HAMANN** LIGHT-ALLOY WHEELS DESIGN "ANNIVERSARY EVO" 21"
  One-piece light alloy wheel
  Multi-spoke-design
  Silver

Recommended 21" Complete Wheel/Tire Combination DESIGN "ANNIVERSARY EVO"

Combination A.3
- FA 9.0 J x 21 / RA 11.0 J x 21
  with tires: FA 255/30 ZR 21 / RA 295/25 ZR 21
  Including 5 mm wheel spacers EVO500 on RA

- **HAMANN** LIGHT-ALLOY WHEELS DESIGN "ANNIVERSARY EVO BLACK LINE" 21"
  One-piece light alloy wheel
  Multi-spoke-design
  Black matt

Recommended 21" Complete Wheel/Tire Combination DESIGN "ANNIVERSARY EVO BLACK LINE"

Combination A.4
- FA 9.0 J x 21 / RA 11.0 J x 21
  with tires: FA 255/30 ZR 21 / RA 295/25 ZR 21
  Including 5 mm wheel spacers EVO500 on RA

WHEEL SPACERS EVO500 5mm  Item No.: 80 099 320

**HAMANN LIGHT ALLOY WHEELS**
- DIMENSIONS: 9.0 J x 21  FA  
  Item-No.: 90 218 332
- 11.0 J x 21 only RA  
  Item-No.: 90 218 750
- WHEEL SPACERS EVO500 5mm  Item No.: 80 099 320 

**ANNIVERSARY EVO HYPER BLACK**

**ANNIVERSARY EVO**

**ANNIVERSARY EVO BLACK LINE**
Spider in black, titanium screwing, polished flange

**DIMENSIONS :**
- FA 8.5 J x 20
- Item No.: 91 205 238
- RA 10.0 J x 20
- Item No.: 91 205 545

**WHEEL SPACERS HM1010**
- FA 10mm
  - Item No.: 80 099 251
- RA 10mm
  - Item No.: 80 099 251

**Combination A.1**
FA 8.5 J x 20 / RA 10.0 J x 20

with tires: FA 245/35 ZR 20 / RA 275/30 ZR 20

Including 10 mm wheel spacers HM1010 on FA
and 10 mm wheel spacers HM1010 on RA

**Recommended 20" Complete Wheel/Tire Combination DESIGN EDITION RACE "MATT BLACK"**

**- HAMANN LIGHT-ALLOY WHEELS DESIGN "ANNIVERSARY EVO" 20"**

One-piece light alloy wheel
Multi-spoke-design
Silver

**DIMENSIONS :**
- FA 8.5 J x 20
  - Item-No.: 90 207 238
- RA 10.0 J x 20
  - Item-No.: 90 207 540

**WHEEL SPACERS EVO 1000**
- 10mm
  - Item No.: 80 099 321

**WHEEL SPACERS EVO 500**
- 5mm
  - Item No.: 80 099 320

**Recommended 20" Complete Wheel/Tire Combination DESIGN "ANNIVERSARY EVO"**

**Combination A.5**
FA 8.5 J x 20 / RA 10.0 J x 20

with tires: FA 245/35 ZR 20 / RA 275/30 ZR 20

Including 10 mm wheel spacers EVO1000 on FA
and 5 mm wheel spacers EVO500 on RA

**HAMANN LIGHT ALLOY WHEELS / COMPLETE WHEEL SETS**

Flat tyre indicator (RDW) has to be initialized new by service instructions.

**- HAMANN LIGHT-ALLOY WHEELS DESIGN "ANNIVERSARY EVO BLACK LINE" 20"**

One-piece light alloy wheel
Multi-spoke-design
Black matt

DIMENSIONS : 8.5 J x 20  FA
Item-No.: 90 209 238

WHEEL SPACERS EVO 1000  10mm  Item No.: 80 099 321
10.0 J x 20  only RA
Item-No.: 90 209 540

WHEEL SPACERS EVO 500  5mm  Item No.: 80 099 320

Recommended 20" Complete Wheel/Tire Combination DESIGN “ANNIVERSARY EVO BLACK LINE”

Combination A.6  FA 8.5 J x 20 / RA 10.0 J x 20
with tires: FA  245/35 ZR 20 / RA  275/30 ZR 20
Including 10 mm wheel spacers EVO1000 on FA
and 5 mm wheel spacers EVO500 on RA

- HAMANN  LIGHT-ALLOY WHEELS DESIGN "HM EVO"  20"
One-piece light alloy wheel
Five-Triplespoke-Design
Spider polished / outer rim painted black

DIMENSIONS: 8.5 J x 20  FA
Item-No.: 90 206 238

WHEEL SPACERS EVO 1000  10mm  Item No.: 80 099 321
10.0 J x 20  only RA
Item No.: 90 206 540

WHEEL SPACERS EVO 500  5mm  Item No.: 80 099 320

Recommended 20" Complete Wheel/Tire Combination DESIGN HM EVO

Combination A.14  FA 8.5 J x 20 / RA 10.0 J x 20
with tires: FA  245/35 ZR 20 / RA  275/30 ZR 20
Including 10 mm wheel spacers EVO1000 on FA
and 5 mm wheel spacers EVO500 on RA

HAMANN LIGHT ALLOY WHEELS / COMPLETE WHEEL SETS

Flat tyre indicator (RDW) has to be initialized new by service instructions.

- HAMANN  TIRE - PRESSURE CHECK SENSOR SYSTEM
- **HAMANN** WHEEL SPACERS (SET)
  **HAMANN** 8000 5mm / wheel  Item-No.: 80 099 202

- **HAMANN** WHEEL SPACERS (SET)
  **HAMANN** 1010 10mm / wheel incl. lugnuts  Item-No.: 80 099 251

- **HAMANN** WHEEL SPACERS (SET)
  **HAMANN** 1000 12mm / wheel incl. lugnuts  Item-No.: 80 099 200

- **HAMANN** WHEEL SPACERS (SET)
  **HAMANN** 1500 15mm / wheel incl. lugnuts  Item-No.: 80 099 250

- **HAMANN** LUGNUT LOCKS
  Lockable wheel screws hexagon socket (special optic) for
  **HAMANN** light alloy wheels incl. adapter (hexagon) for mounting and removing

---

**HAMANN EXHAUST SYSTEMS**

- **HAMANN** SPORT REAR MUFFLER 4 TAILPIPES
  Sport rear muffler with four **round** stainless-steel tailpipes (Ø 90mm)
- **HAMANN**  SPORT REAR MUFFLER 4 TAILPIPES
  Sport rear muffler with four **round** stainless-steel tailpipes ( Ø 90mm )
  incl. pre-muffler
  For **535i ! TÜV-Version !**  Item-No.:  50 010 112

- **HAMANN**  SPORT REAR MUFFLER 4 TAILPIPES *
  Sport rear muffler with four **round** stainless-steel tailpipes ( Ø 90mm )
  incl. intermediate pipe
  For **535i ! Export Version without German TÜV-approval !**  Item-No.:  50 010 114

- **HAMANN**  SPORT HIGH-PERFORMANCE CATALYSTS INCL. CENTER MUFFLER *
  ! Export Only !
  For assembly on HAMANN rear muffler
  For **550i**  Item-No.: 50 010 300

* It is explicitly stated that the * marked parts are race sport parts without
german TÜV approval !

### HAMANN SUSPENSION + HIGH PERFORMANCE BRAKE SYSTEMS

- **HAMANN**  LOWERING KIT
  4 progressive sport springs
  Lowering by approx. 35 mm
  ! Only für cars **without** rear axle air suspension with level control system !
  ! Only for cars **without** xDrive !
  For **BMW 523i, 528i, 535i, 520d, 525d, 530d & 535d**  Best.-Nr.: 20 010 112
  For **BMW 550i**  Best.-Nr.: 20 010 110

- **HAMANN**  LOWERING KIT
  2 progressive sport springs for FA
  Including hardware for RA
  Lowering by approx. 35 mm on FA and 15mm on RA
  ! Only für cars **with** rear axle air suspension with level control system !
  ! Only for cars **without** xDrive !
  For **BMW 523i, 528i, 535i, 520d, 525d, 530d & 535d**  Best.-Nr.: 20 010 113
  For **BMW 550i**  Best.-Nr.: 20 010 111

### HAMANN INTERIOR / ACCESSORIES

- **HAMANN** AIRBAG SPORT STEERING WHEEL
Airbag sport steering wheel three-spoke design (for assembly OEM airbag in exchange)

Only for cars with OEM BMW sport leather steering wheel special equipment No. 255!

In leather black with applications in leather alcantara
including HAMANN steering wheel emblem Item-No.: 80 099 244

- **HAMANN STEERING WHEEL COVER**
  In Carbon titan grey matt Item-No.: 80 010 220
  (other colors available for extra charge of 20%)

- **HAMANN INTERIOR SET CLEAR-COATED CARBON 10-PIECED**
  consisting of:
  decorative strip 2 pieced for dashboard, inside door handle covers front & rear,
  decorative strip 3 pieced for center console, steering wheel cover
  In Carbon titan grey matt Item No.: 80 010 200
  (other colors available for extra charge of 20%)

- **HAMANN ALUMINIUM PEDALS**
  In silver anodized aluminium
  For cars with manual gearbox Item-No.: 80 099 100

  For cars with automatic transmission Item-No.: 80 099 120

- **HAMANN ALUMINIUM PEDALS**
  In black anodized aluminium
  For cars with automatic transmission Item-No.: 80 099 153

- **HAMANN FOOT REST**
  In silver anodized aluminium
  **For left-hand drive vehicles** Item No.: 80 099 132

- **HAMANN FOOT REST**
  In silver anodized aluminium
  **For right-hand drive vehicles** Item No.: 80 010 134

- **HAMANN FOOT REST**
  In black anodized aluminium
  **For left-hand drive vehicles** Item No.: 80 099 133

- **HAMANN FOOT REST**
  In black anodized aluminium
  **For right-hand drive vehicles** Item No.: 80 010 135

**HAMANN INTERIOR / ACCESSORIES**
- **HAMANN EXCLUSIVE FLOORMAT SET**
  In black with **HAMANN** logo in silver
  For left-hand drive cars  Item-No.: 80 010 120

- **HAMANN BONNET EMBLEM**
  Color black with Logo in silver color
  Item No.: 80 099 600

- **HAMANN TRUNK LID EMBLEM**
  Color black with Logo in silver color
  Item No.: 80 099 603

- **HAMANN EMBLEM**
  Color chrome with single letters size: 125 x 17 mm
  Color matt-black with single letters size: 125 x 17 mm

- **HAMANN EMBLEM COAT OF ARMS**
  Color black with chrome
  Size: 73 x 57 mm
  Size: 40 x 31 mm
  Size: 25 x 20 mm

- **HAMANN STEERING WHEEL EMBLEM**
  Color black with Logo in silver color

Subject to change without notice.